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Cimke

CÉLNYELVI MÉRÉS
2014. június 4.

8. évfolyam

ANGOL nyelv

Általános tudnivalók a feladatokhoz

Ez a füzet idegen nyelvi feladatokat tartalmaz. Három feladatsort kell meg
oldanod: először a hallott szöveg értése, aztán az olvasott szöveg értése, végül 
az íráskészség feladatokat.

Az egyes feladatsorok végét egy Állj! tábla jelöli. Ha egy ilyenhez érkezel, ne 
lapozz tovább, amíg a tanár erre fel nem szólít! A feladatsorok között ne lapozz 
vissza akkor sem, ha esetleg nem végzel minden feladattal a megadott idő alatt.

Figyelmesen olvasd el a feladatok utasításait! Tollal dolgozz, és ügyelj a kül
alakra! Ha egy választ javítani szeretnél, húzd át, majd írd mellé vagy fölé a jó 
megoldást. 

Jó munkát kívánunk!
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1. rész 
Hallott szöveg értése

Test 1

You are going to hear ten short dialogues. Listen to the people talking and decide 
where they are. You need to select the right place from three options. Put the letters 
in the grid. You will hear the dialogues twice. Now you have 90 seconds to look at the 
answers.

There is an example (0) at the beginning.

0 A/ Weekend weather B/ Buying clothes C/ Food on sale
1 A/ Eating at school B/ Buying Food C/ Cooking in the kitchen
2 A/ Packing a suitcase B/ Searching for job C/ Means of  
   C/ transportation
3	 A/	Buying	cleaning	 B/	Renovating	a	flat	 C/	Looking	for	 
 A/ materials  C/ a roommate
4 A/ Parents meeting B/ Celebrating a birthday C/ Starting a dance course
5 A/ Buying a drink B/ Ordering sports clothes C/ Healthy lifestyle
6 A/ Division of labour  B/ Calling a garage C/ Selecting waste
7	 A/	Meeting	an	actor	 B/	Planning	to	see	a	film	 C/	Renting	a	bicycle
8	 A/	Choosing	a	profession	 B/	Renting	an	office	 C/	Collecting	recipes
9	 A/	Buying	walking	shoes	 B/	Learning	swimming	 C/	Entertainment	
10 A/ Skating competition B/ Favourite season C/ Trip to the sea

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

B
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Test 2

You are going to hear a tour guide talk about what you can do in Leeds. Listen to the 
text and match the activities to the places. Put the letters in the grid. There are two 
answers you will not need. You will hear the texts twice. Now you have 90 seconds 
to look at the answers.  

There is an example (0) at the beginning.

 Here you can
A see animals 
B see rare plants 
C	 learn	about	Leeds’	history	
D do water sports 
E buy food 
F	 see	old	firearms	
G eat traditional English food 
H sleep 
I taste a local drink 
J see old trains
K see famous paintings 
L go to the theatre 
M have a party 

0/ Middleton Railway J

1/ Royal Armouries

2/	Old	Post	Office

3/ Henry Moore Institute

4/ Golden Acre Park

5/	Tetley’s	Brewery

6/ White Hart

7/ Harewood House

8/ Kirkgate Market

9/	City	of	Leeds	Museum

10/ Pugneys Country Park

Állj!
Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez,

amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!
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2. rész 
Olvasott szöveg értése

Test 3

Below you will find the descriptions of books (010). Find the title of each book in the 
list (A–M) and put the letters in the grid. There are two titles you will not need.

There is an example (0.) for you at the beginning.

0. Nobody liked the huge block of marble in the work yard—until a young Michelangelo 
found it. This is the story of how this large piece of rock became a masterpiece for all 
time.	It	is	also	a	story	about	art—about	an	artist’s	vision	and	about	how	we	humans	
see	ourselves	reflected	in	art.

1.	 Jane	has	never	left	the	village	of	Wormwood.	But	this	isn’t	unusual	--	nobody	has	ever	
left the village of Wormwood. At least not until Quentin vanishes into the unknown. 
Jane	knows	Quentin	didn’t	 just	 leave	 --	he	was	 chased.	And	he’s	 left	behind	a	very	
dangerous trail of clues that only she can decode.

2. Paintings have been falling off of walls, a loud and loyal dog has gone missing, a 
phantom	has	been	seen	at	midnight	--	unusual	things	are	happening	all	over	the	town	
of	Stain’d-By-The-Sea.	Called	upon	to	investigate	the	suspicious	events,	young	Lemony	
Snicket collects clues, questions witnesses, and cracks every case.

3.	 Wade,	Lily,	Darrell,	and	Becca	 fly	 from	Texas	to	Germany	for	 the	wedding	of	an	old	
family friend. But instead of just going to the ceremony, they wind up on a dangerous, 
mind-blowing	quest	to	unlock	an	ancient,	guarded	secret	about	a	mysterious	rock	that	
could destroy the world.

4.	 When	the	new	kid	joins	his	class,	Woodrow	thinks	Toulouse	is	really	weird.	He’s	short,	
dresses in a suit like a grandpa, has huge eyes, and hardly says a word. But when the 
two are put together in gym to play volleyball, Woodrow learns that the new kid is 
great at something: being a friend.

5.	 Kyle	wins	a	spot	to	be	one	of	the	first	12	kids	in	the	new	library	for	an	overnight	of	fun,	
food, and lots of games. But when morning comes, the doors remain locked. Kyle and 
the	other	winners	must	solve	every	clue	and	every	secret	puzzle	to	find	the	way	out.

6. Derek discovers all the troubles that come with being fourteen. He passes out during a 
worm	dissection	in	science	class,	falls	flat	on	his	face	in	gym	class	and	feels	like	a	fool.	
But with a little help from his friends things seem like they could start shaping up at 
last. 

7.	 In	a	world	where	animals	no	longer	exist,	fourteen-year-old	Kester	feels	lonely.	When	
he	meets	a	 flock	of	 talking	pigeons	he	thinks	he’s	gone	crazy.	But	the	animals	have	
something	to	say.	And	they	need	him.	The	pigeons	fly	Kester	to	a	strange	place	where	
the last creatures in the land have survived. 
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8. This lush, oversized book about life in the seas features a variety of guessing games 
and special features, and provides hours of educational entertainment. With elegant, 
graphic illustrations, plus interesting facts about each animal, learning about life 
under the water has never been so fun or interactive. 

9.	 Patrick	 Dillon’s	 stories	 of	 remarkable	 buildings	 —	 and	 the	 remarkable	 people	
who	 made	 them	—	 celebrates	 the	 ingenuity	 of	 human	 creation.	 Stephen	 Biesty’s	
extraordinarily	 detailed	 illustrations	 take	 us	 inside	 famous	 buildings	 throughout	
history	and	demonstrate	just	how	these	marvelous	structures	fit	together.	

10.	On	August	29,	2005,	a	terrible	storm	destroyed	the	Marine	Life	Oceanarium	in	Gulfport,	
Mississippi.	The	animals	were	 swept	 from	 their	 tank	 into	 the	Gulf	of	Mexico.	After	
growing up in captivity, how could these friendly animals feed and protect themselves 
in	the	wild?	This	fascinating	book	tells	this	dramatic,	happy-ending	story.

Titles

A.  The Forbidden Stone
B.  Mystery Mountain Men
C.		 Strange	&	Little
D. 	 My	Life	as	a	Joke
E.  From the Pyramids to the Sydney Opera House and Beyond
F.  The Missing Boy
G.  The Open Ocean
H.  Dolphins of the Hurricane: A True Tale of Survival
I.  13 Strange Incidents
J.  Stone Giant 
K. 	 Escape	from	Mr.	Lemoncello’s	Books
L. 	 The	Last	Wild
M.  Fun on a Bike

Answers

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

J
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Test 4

There are ten gaps (0–10) in the text below. Find the missing parts in the list (A–M) 
and put the letters in the grid. There are two parts you will not need. There is an 
example (0.) for you at the beginning.

Anniversary at Everest

On Thursday, Japanese climber Yuichiro Miura, 80, broke the record for ___0___  person to 
climb	Everest.	But	the	record	___1___		for	very	long.	Miura’s	longtime	rival	Min	Bahadur	
Sherchan, 81, is right behind him. Sherchan plans to climb the mountain this week. If he 
makes	it	to	the	top,	he	will	break	Miura’s	record.
For now, Miura is happy with his result. “This is the best feeling in the world,” he wrote 
on	his	Facebook	page.	“I’ve	___2___		like	this	in	my	life.	But	I’ve	never	been	more	tired	than	
this.”

History of the Heights

Mount Everest was named after Welsh geographer Sir George Everest in 1865. He was the 
first	___3___		the	location	and	height	of	the	mountain.
But it was Sir Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay who truly reached new heights. On 
May	29,	1953,	they	became	the	first	___4___	to	the	top	of	Mt.	Everest.	Tenzing	was	a	moun-
tain climber from Nepal and Hillary was a beekeeper from New Zealand. At the summit, 
the two men hugged each other with relief and joy but they only stayed on the “crown of 
the	Earth”	for	15	minutes.	At	that	height,	they	were	low	on	oxygen.	Hillary	and	Tenzing’s	
achievement	came	___5___	after	a	British	expedition,	led	by	John	Hunt,	came	within	330	
feet of the summit. 
Nepal has organized Mt. Everest Diamond Jubilee Celebrations between May 27 and 29, 
2013,	to	remember	the	first	successful	climb.	During	the	festival,	a	___6___		international	
conference is being held to discuss the effects of climate change and tourism on the moun-
tain. Some climbers will even collect and bring down ___7___ from the mountain to help 
clean up Everest.

Old Rivals

Yuichiro Miura and Min Bahadur Sherchan have competed against each other for years to 
set ___8___ on Mt. Everest. On May 26, 2008 Miura reached Everest at the age of 75 years 
and 227 days, according to Guinness World Records. But he failed to set a record—Sher-
chan had reached the summit the day before, at the age of 76 years and 340 days.  
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Miura	has	gotten	plenty	of	attention	for	other	adventures,	however.	 In	1964,	he	briefly	
set a world speed skiing record, having achieved 107 miles per hour in the Italian Alps.  
In	1970,	he	became	the	first	person	to	ski	down	Mt.	Everest	with	help	from	a	parachute.		
And in 2003, at age 70, he set the record for the oldest person to climb Everest. That re-
cord was broken ___9___ when fellow Japanese climber Katsusuke Yanagisawa climbed the 
mountain at age 71. 
Miura’s	 recent	 record	breaker	 on	Everest	marks	his	 third	 climb	of	 the	world’s	 highest	
mountain. “I think three times is enough,” he told reporters. “At this point I ___10___ of 
anything but rest.”

Missing parts

A.  person to record
B.  a world record
C.  just two days
D.  four years later
E. 	 two-day
F. 	 haven’t	been
G.  may not stand
H.  two people to climb
I.  old garbage
J.  the oldest 
K.  cannot think
L.  can climb
M.  never felt

Answers

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

J

Állj!
Ne kezdj hozzá a következő részhez,

amíg arra fel nem szólítanak!
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3. rész 
Íráskészség

Test 5

You are organising a class trip. An English exchange student also comes on the trip. 
Write an email (100–150 words) to him/her and include the following:

	 •		Where	will	you	travel?	When	will	you	leave?	How	will	you	travel?	 
 •		(Bus, train, etc.) 
	 •		Where	will	you	stay	and	for	how	many	nights? 
	 •		What	should	he/she	bring	for	the	trip? 
	 •		What	programmes	do	you	plan?
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Test 6

Students discuss their favourite sports on an internet blog. Write a post (100–150 
words) about the following: 

	 •		How	often	do	you	do	sports?	What? 
	 •		What	opportunities	do	you	have	at	your	school	to	do	sports? 
	 •		What	sports	would	you	like	to	try	and	why? 
	 •		Are	sport	and	exercise	important?	Why	/	why	not?
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